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. / OVERVIEW

a) The Openness Construct
a

7

The dimension of openness refers to the extent to

which an individual's self- disclosure is intimate, the

extent to which it is impoitant, and to the individual's .

level of experiencing. The/level of intimacy Of the

'disclosure is the extent to which it is risky to reveal

compared wit other topics 4 Thp level of topic importance

is judged by the intensity, of expressed emotions using the

quality of feeling statements and the urgency and'distress

in the voice. .The level of inner experiencingis'the extent
.

to which the 'discloser focuses on their inner experiences,

internal thoughts,and feelings rather than focusing on
/

external events and other people. At the low level of

openness, one is remote ,from personal feelings, reactions

or personal meanings. Moving up the,scale, one is-more in
I

touch with one's feeling s,.is more able' t .riek sharing

more personal matters, :is, exploring, an ieilltduriderstand.
,

the meaning of one's inner experienc

r .

b) The GAIT Procedure
,

Openness is ore of the impoi nt dimension's of the

GAIT scale. Other dimensions of the.GAIT scald are empathy

and acceptanpe-warmth. The GAIT GrOup ASseSsment of

personal Traits) refers too a method Of assessing helping ,

4

skills fom a shOrt segment 'of help-intended .interaction

Briefly, achgmeMber o f a small. grotp takes turn to be 'either

an lunderstander" Or a. "discloser ". in a five kinute_dyadJ:c.
.

. .'. . A
.
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interchange in"wAich a perional concern is discussed. Each

.._'__partiizipants..t.t1Pns_rtltePthe__Qt-hgrg__Pn_c_QnStgiA.Ct.g__Pf__WATTAb.r._ _____

.
. .

acceptance and empathy (while .1-1 the role of understander),
,

and on openness (while,in the role of discloser).

o) The Training Process

The training program consisted of 10 weeks in which

four undergraduate students and a researcher met four hours

V_

each week to listen to GAIT tape recordings, reviewing and

dispussing literature on client-centered theiapy"and trying

to develop an openness scale under the guidance and direpT

tion of the researcher. After listening to a series of dit-

closures each week, the raters discussed the reasons for

rating.and iikie meaning of intimad4,,topic importance, and

different -levels of experiencing.. After developing an open-

ness scale and coming to an agreement as to

each leyel of scale, another 10 weeks.was s

*GAIT tape sdgments, comparing rating and'ex

e meaning of

ent rating 200
,

ining the

discrepancies and checking reliapiilty W4hin and between.

'the raters.

4
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2. THEORY AND ,BACKGROUND'

. a) lOpenness, self-disclosure:and the experiencing scale

\. Auld (1968) defines openness as "the cap74ity to

exp&rience one's subjective states fullx and freely--to.
,

have!'concieterimages, emotions, and ).pulses without con-
-

stta4.nt or inhibition." According to Gendin, Beebe,
4

CaSsans, Klein & Oberlander 1968); self - disclosure in
;

tli form of a patient's eegnitive-re .pe

an4'descriptivns of external situations, is

for a psychotherapy treatment process to be

This 'is generally done in.an "intellectualizing" and

flexternLizing" Mode. An "exPerienti.al" type of communi-
,

not sufficient

successfu.

`cation .is essential for progress. "Feeling" is an integral

part of:experiencing and a mechan,am of personality and

behavior change. "Feeling". does not refer to the'client's

talking abdut feelings, but to a continuous process In

which the patient focuses on emotions being aroused in

him at the moment 'in an interview situation. ,In sum, we

...find that experiencing is not only part of the defihitio

of openness,liat it is also essential in self=disclosuk

Wilkinson -& Auld (1975) ?cite Gendlin's experiencing scale-,

IGendin & Tomlinson, 1960) Which has been used in studies
.

6.4

to find the role which experiencing playsin the behavior,
I

A ,

of the imtieht'in client-centered. therapy. It was found

that experiencing was, characteristic_of.the clients who ,

.

.-
. ,

-eventually succeeded in psychotherapy.. however this was
.

. ,

not so fiat the clients who 'did not improve. C ients who
3 . 4

e began therapy in a very inteliectnalized or ternalized

6 4
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mann4 did not develop a more experiential, mode of behavior
,...

.
- during the course(of treatment.(Kiesler, Klein & Mathiew,_

1965 as cited by Wilkinson ''& Auld, 1975). If the client's,

lick of "experiencing" does not change in the Course of

th-Tapy, and if effective client-centered therapy includes

a constant level of experiential, involvement, then therapy'
.1%

success could be predicted by the degree of:the client's

1

N.;

C.)openness. .

ability to,experience-, which in turn is a function of ,

\
I ./.

b) The prediction of theripeutic talent

The measure of openness has been used tO'assess

and ,predict helping skills in combination with meaeures

of empithy and warmth-.acceptance. This assessor t has been
1

made in a' standAdized situation known as the dAiT, the

-Grotip Assessment of Interpersonal Traits, whichproduces

a short segment of help-intended interaction. -Briefly,

a small"group.meets and eac1 person takes turns to be'

either an "understander""or a "disci er" in a five-minute

interchange designed as a psychothe spy-analogue. The

discloser discuses a persoX1 concern and the understander

helps him or-her explore this concern. Each, person as p

turn in-each role and ratings are made on each other by

the participants or the session is recorded to berated
,

later by trained observers. This Manual addresses the :- , \Tr'

latter .procedure, in which traihed. raters made judgentents '

t t
, ..

of warmth- acceptance dnd-empathy.(Orpeople While in. the:!
.

understander role), and of openness 641ELLeaft the discloser-

t,
, ' %.

4
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role). The GAIT' was used originally for selecting talented

non-professional counselors but has since" own evidence

of its use as measure of psych4therapeutic skill in a
\,

variety of contexts. The most impressive findings have

been of its ability 'to-predict not only concurrent measures

of therapeutic skill, .but also'measures.of the effect of

this skill:on clients. D'Augelli and Danish (1973) have

called these two types of prediction "proximal evaluation" -

and "distal evaluation."

The model

talent is that

and sufficient

use for selecting criteria of therapeutic

'of client-centered theory. The necessary

conditions of therapeutic personality change

forMulated by Rogers (1957) can be seen in everyday be-,

havior: the understanding ear of the good liste ner; the

,person who is accepting and non-judgemental; the person

who is frank, honest, open, and self-disclosing. Some

people possess-all three traits. The GAIT aims o assess

these traits individually and combine them in a composite

score, of "therapeutic talent" (Goodman; 1972).,

The reliability of this composite .iherapeut ic talent

Score has been shown to be acceptable: In eight studies

reporting the use of trained GAIT raters, the,median inter-

rater reliability for the,tberapeutic talent score was /

a

1919 mow
.,)

. 58 , ranging' from .50 to .73.Acnso, Dooley (1975a) reports .,.,,

:.t°
tdst- retest reliability, of ro.73 for1541T scores obtained

.

,

. eC3

3 weeks apartl °P

Validity has been examined in,terms ofliloth proximal.

.
. ,."d distal criteria. .Some studies have examined the ii

. . -

G
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.

correlation between GAIT scores and counseling behavio,.

- s ../ .

,_

'D'Augelli (1973), for example,' demonstrated that therapeutid

qh

talent s ores, predicted interpersonal.behaviorin a two -

hour

..

.

%

enco nter group. Those with high scores on empathy,

warmth, and openn4ss were rated by-encounter group members
,

as more empathically understanding, more warm and accept-
. .

-

-.. ing, more frank and open, and more likely to discuss
0 o

intimate topics. Other studies (e.g. Witlin, 1974; Dooley,

1975b), showed that the effects -of training in limited

, counseling skills,could be assessed by the GAIT.

Some studies have showfi that there is a significant

'relationship between people's scores of empathy, warmth,

and openness obtained on the GAIT and the improvement of

their client's., FOr example, Rappaport, Chinsky, and'Cowen

(1971) assessed 'college students using the GAIT who led

groups of chronic schizophrenics.in a hospital. 'It was

found that the GAIT scores of the college students predicted

improvement in the patients,.and that other, standardized

measures were unable to do so. ,Another study by poodman.

4(1972) which paired troubled boys with college students,

was able to predict imprOvement in the boys' adjustment from

. the college students''GAIT scores With a moderate degree of-.

success. Both of these. studiesi.show Ow 'ratings of a fiye- _
. .( .

minute segment of helping behavior was able to predict
c

later client improvement. Thus, openness in combination

'with warmth and empathy ratings predicts helping skill.

.
4



3. THE TRAINING PRdCESS,
- ,

The training procedure,conSisted of an introduction

..411openness scale to the potential raters who were to be

rating the 200 tape segments afteethe completion of,the.

%training. Theii.hitial training consisted of listening to-

an instructional t4toe (the GAIT rating tape, The "GRATE":

Goodman, 1975). .on the levels of intimacy, and importance

of the disclosers' topic, focusing on the criterion which

differentiates an open discldse froin one who is distant
,

from his ekperiehes. The ipitil training'alsd .involved
,

_some' reading and discussion of psychdtherapy process in

general inc1ding two of Rogers' articles and film samples

of Rogers' and Frit2 Perls' therapy style. The purpose

of the training procedure was to help the potential raters
ti

to come to an understanding of the meaning of each stage

and application,of openness scale to GAIT tapes which

were- to be .used for the reSearoh.

The group and the researcher met two-hours, twice per

week where they listened to GAIT tape segments of dyadic

interactions for lOvweeks.

In developing the openness scale, the researcher tried
.

ttrattablish-clear and precise definitions for each stage

of the scale and

. Each rater rated

group, using the

to encompass a wide range. of,disclosures.

the-segments independently, outside df

primary scale which was related to' .

Gendlin's experiencing scale. As a result of group

discussions on discrepant ratings'and the.clprification of

the meaning of each criterion, definitions of the content

$ 10
0
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and the process for each stage developed. This scale was

further refined after seisions of analysing= and delving

into the meaning of each definition of different levels

and trying those criterion to each tape,segments and to

°develop a similar appr ch to listening and a similar frame

ofTeference. Another 1. weeks after the in4itj.al 10 week
4

training wasl.spent rating 0.- 5 minute GAIT tape segments,
f

24 segkents per week: These tap, were libtened and rated

by the raters' independently, and those with discrepant ---

ratings (discrepanCy of 1.5 or over)"were listened to in

the grqup. The reason.for discrepant ratings were discussed

by the raters.and aizffort was made to, come to'an under-
(
4

standing of the meaning of each point in the scale. Each

week the teliability between and within'the raters was .

computed and recorded. A reliability of .80 was obtained

'1,the,end of the treing. The reason for meeting each

week was to avoid raters' drift.
. $

In the,process of training and rating the raters

encountered difficulties and questions which may be of

interest to future raters.

Rating openness is not an easy skill to learn. How-

ever, if the trainees follow the procedures carefully,

they can learn to use the scale properly and consisten4y.

This is not to say that the raters are immune from at is
.

called raters' drift. In all observational ratings*the

raters do tend to drift apaTTEE'in their judgements A some

point due to labk of contact while rating. Therefor it

is essential for the' raters to meet weekly to compare the

O

a
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data and discus the,reason for their rating in order to
.

,avoid the,".raters',drift." :. . ..

. .

It is easy to be influenced by the initial statement .

in judging the disclosdes openness. ,When deciding on

thd level of topic, intimacy and topic importance, the

rater *should look at the whole conten ts rather than deciding

the level on the basis' of the discloser's opening statement.

It was noted that in. spite of having a clear and

definite reason for each rating, it is likely that the

#

rater wkll encountersituations whidh have not been provided,

for in the stage definitions. When a. segment raises issues .

that are not dealt with in the scale definitions, -the

rater has to, rely on his/her general understanding of the -

4

scale a should have a definite, rationale for his/her

decision.

t-

4. It appears that certain topics and certain} types 'of

disclosures seem especia4y intimate and-important to.- .°

1-
0 ,

..

SoMe raters' and not important to others depending on their
...

--- . .

g.ender. It is possible) that sex differences in perception

as result of socialization and subjectivity"will bias the

raters' rating. Ithese issues'need to be discussed,and 4

dealt with In'the group.

It is es&ential that the rater' makes a.consciou.s

effort not to base his/her rating on the feeling that she
4

or he may have boixt the importance of a disclosed topic.

Th4 focus-should be-on the expredsion of feelings band

their importance to each discloser rather than judging

the importance subjectively:

.12-



It is natural to have positive or:negative reactions-.

to certain disclosers, kinds of conversations, or. content

areas. The rater must be careful not tto lqt his/her-

elings about the perbon or his problems interfere with

. his judgement on the disclosdrs' level of openness.
..

e
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4. ,THE RATING PROCESS
I

11.

-Rating disclosers, according to the prescribed GAIT

"Openness Scale could potentially be a very cunberpome task,
.,.

confrontingithe rater. faith the dileMma-of performing

subjective ta\sk with objectivity. Raters are forced to

make inferences about others' sincerity -and other in- .

tangible attributes. By having some very concrete objec-

tives,, and,specif' guidelines, however, this subjectivity

is great,ly'reduce , and the rater can' approach the task in

. a ,scientific manner.

TOPIC INTIWCY TOPIC MIKE

HI: THINGS USUALLY NOT DISCUSSED WITH MANY, IF ANY.

PEOPLE:

MED: THItIGS USUALLY DISCUSSED WITH FRIENDS BUT NOT
CASUAL ACQUAINTANCES, .

Lai: TOPIC OFTEN DISCUSSED WITH.ANYEODY - EVEN
STRANGERS,

HI: TOPIC DISCUSSED WITH.STRONG AND IMMEDIATE FEELINGS.

N ,

WD:TOPIC DISCUSSED WITH MODERATE I'ITEAIlY OR FEELIN"..

Di:TOPIC DISCUMEDMITH A LACK OF FEELING AID WI MOUT

ENCY.

r. Table A

N

Table B

Combining Int . & Imp . R at ings
. .

High High} Moie Open
Med High j

High Low'
Med Med

)
Mod. Open

Med LOW
1 MOre PrivateLow Low

4

I

The Scale -- Before eamining the comi5ohents-of the, rating

procedure, it would be, beneficial to give areeloyerview:of

how the scale oper'ates. The first part of the scale

involves two boxes: topic intimacy, and,tdpic-importance

(dote Table A above). The fir thihg the rater should
%

do is determine whether a given discloser is'high, medium,

4.

2

14.
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or low inoeach of these- two areas: The rater should

circle his or he choice in each box. These two areas

L. do not have, any direct corres4ndence with each other; in
'

other words, any combination can appear, such'as wed -med

in TableA. Depending on the outcome of topic intimacy

an&importance, the rating automatically falls into one

of three'boxes (see Table B): more private, moderately
, e

open, sand more open. For example,the med-med outcome in

Table A places the rating in'the mod open box as directed

by thednformation in Table B.-

PEELW GS

I NTIPIAGY

FOC.-V-5

bENERALi-ty ,e.

MORE PRIVATE ,.

-
MODERATELY OPEN

..
. MORE OFEN

FM PERSON AL FEEL. SOME PERSONAL DFFPER FEELINGS
MU'S SHARED MTINGS SHARED REVEALED

LALKED MOSTLY FAIRLY INTIMATE RISKED SHARING,
ABOUT f XTLIViAl TALK MORE PERSONAL,
IMPERSONAL THINGS 11IATTERS

,
FOCUS MORE ON FOCUS PRIMA/Ili 't Qk1,

FOCUS ON
',FEOM.1-

OTHER SE LE SE LE
t

. .

UtIl R Al. IDEAS SONIF DIRECT PRI SPOKE IN SEEM (''
A BsirxmoNs , VATF MATTERS & TERMS 7

, SOME. GENERALo

1 2.
PUBLIC

3 i 5- 6 .

MOSTLY SLI(,HILY SOMI.WHAl QUI I E. VERY IXTIL'EMELY
PR IVA ft- + Open Open 00.n Open Open I 1,

' ..--,1!'::, ''.

4abl@ C

The second part.of this scale involves making a dedision
44,

between two numbers within one of the threeboxes: more

.

,private,. moderately open, or more open (note Table t).

'

Each box'has two numbers, beginning with the lowest

possible rating of 1 in the private box and ending with

the.highest possibld rating of 6 in the more open. box.
10,

4

. For example, if the discloser who elicited a med -red in

'Table-A7Xso happened to haves hig inner focus, and talked

15



13.

in specific- terms (these will be discussed further) , he

would deserve, the higher of the two possible ratings, in

the moderately open boxhence, a final rating of 4.

A .5 may be used for a rati6g.that falls between two-

numbers.

Intimacy - the first assessment that the rater Must make

is how intimate )the topic that the disbloser is reveal-
\

ing. One should not make the mistake ofonly listening
°

to the discloser's opening statement. It is possible to

have an insidiously open opening statement that never gets

discussed kaith openness of feelings; conversely, it is

possible for a discloser to address his or her disclosure
.r

with non-intimate words, and to then pick up in emotional

content as the disclosure progresses.'

What exactly, however, is intimacy? It is-a construct

that not simple to measure. One\rather simple way to

think about intimacy, however, is'toenvisage the discloser

at a party. If he or she iscliscdssing a topic that easily

could assimilate into any group of minglers, then .it is
4

, probably low in intimacy. Such a topic would be one that
.1%

do not- involve perponal risk--the risk of, revealing ape's

weaknesses and vulnerabilities. One might disclose, for
. .

example, that one is.bored and frustrated with one's drk.

This,disclosure can be ubiquitously expressed; because

. the discloser hr not revealed epersonal "soft spot,"7.he

or she could addressthis to anybody 'in any, situation at

-the party.
. 1

4.4.-- **WA,.

16
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A topic medium in intimaay, on the other hand4 would

be one involving some risk. The problem would coceern
\

-Something inherent in the discloderei personality, as
. ,.

6

opposed .a situation -specific problem, The only Way
0. .

his kind of disclosure could assimilate into a party

would be `if the' discloser met a specific individual with

whom, after a lengthy, superficial conversation, he or°

she felt close; An example of such a medium-intimacy

disclosure' : "I have overanxious tendencies in a group
A

situation."

A high in intimacy disclosure would very rarely be

expressed at a party at all. Its involves much risk and

exposure of vulnerability on.the part of tlie discloser,
_

and might not readily be .shared with anyone, no matter-how
0

close (refer to Table A for a briefer summary of intimacy

criteria). An..example of this highlevel of intimacy is:

"I'm having marital problems and I'm deeply depressed.'

The metaphor of the party is used only to show how

iptimacy.is measured,,Pr4.marily in relationship to:social

norms. A low=intimacy'disclosure is very qommodly expressed.
. .. .

in a g4.ven social situation--a party, while a high-intimacy

disclosure is rarely discussed. It therefpre, a function
....m.

:

of social sanctions.. Jourard has done some very interesting

work on disclosures taken from this perspeCtiye.

Importance -Once,an initial assessment is made as to. how

intimate a topic-is, the rater must th decide how im-

portant this topic-is'to the discloser. e might flippantly
Th
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15.

and evasively talk stout an

$o too, a seemingly trivial

ostensibly intimate s ject:

or mundane subject might be

discussed with 'passion and immediacy '(it is, therefore,
4

entirely possible to have alow intimacy and high importance

ating or vice versa)'. -Determining topic importanceemands
,

a certain amount of insight. The rater must focus on the

di= closer's tone, but witkthe prowess of discerning'

be een such delicate diffZ ences as verbal velocity as a

result of anxiety and verbal velOcity as simply the garrulous

'style f the discloser. Inferences must be made on the

immedia y of the problem: is she really discussing' some-
.

thing in ensely, revealing her here-and-now need to gain

insight i to her problem-- or - -is she simply enjoying

hearing he self talk with no real urgent concern or attach-

ment to thi problem? Topic importance does not fend itself'

to a Metapho as does intimacy; rather, it must be thought

of as a continuum .with 'High.importance reflecting strong

and immediate feelings, and low importance reflecting a

lack of pass ion \and urgency (refer to Table A for a'summary

A.)k

of, importance criteria).

Complications.There are two styles of disclosures that

are not infrequen that tend to obscure the of open-
\ -.7

-mess of the disclo er. These attributes are intellectual-

izatioh and lack o assuml q responsibility. Being idtelT

lectualt as defined by sling with-a topic both.cerebtaliy,

and d9Onsivelyis mutually exclusive with high openness,

for openness manifests itself in genuiness and vulnerability
/

'attributes of which the purely intellectual discloser does

18
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-not partake. 'e or she is, therefore, rated lower.
(1

,

Siinilarlyi- whemari`individual dOes not assume the respon-

sibility for his .or her problem, he or she also deserves

a l'wer rating._

The Final Rating--At this point,.the rater should know if

his.or her rating is in the more private, moderately open,

or more open Pox. There are now some set criteriq that
.

help the rater make an intra-box decisionwhich of the
) .

.

two possible numbers with a given kibx.(refer.taTable C)'.

These criteria are feelings, intimacy, focus; and generality.

( The rater'decides how many deep feelings, if any, were

disclosed; how personal was the content, ranging from imL,

personal, external events to risky, internal concerns;

where is the focus -- mostly on others indicative.of distnce

from one's feelings--or primarily on self--a higher level'

disclosure; how general and abstract versus bow specific.

Like all facets of this scale, complicat4ons arise.4 .- .

For example, specificity is equated with a high-level of

openness.

the more

sometin

Usually the more abitract the disbloser is,'

stance he or she has from his or her feelings;

however,.a discloser might be using specificity

to evade. feelings- -this rating should be just as low as

that of the abstractor.' V
,

Focus presents yet another oomplicatioe. The .typical

low-level of'disclosure would have a focus on other people.

' By the very nature of the assignment, however,, the,disclosers.

are nevO going to be focusing exclusively other people--



: they were asked to talk 'about theriseives.

17.

These kinds of.complications/are a signal for the

' rater tocall upon his oil her good judgement. Deciding if

the final rating is a 3 or a 4,/for example,. represents

the most subfective part of the task. Ideally, at this

point, thethe rater knows how 't9 tune into subtle qualitative

differences that call for a higher or a lower rating. It

is not,thensoa merd"gut-feeling," but rather, an intelligent

assessment that becomes- more refined with practice.. A

4
good question to ask oneself, after coming up.With a anal

rating is: does the subheading under my rating matoh my

number- -is the discloser for
a
whom I rated a 4--quite

open ?"

Concluding Comments -- Though it is undebatable that the

unaerstander helps to foster the degree of openness of

the discloser, for scientific purposes, it is important

to ignore the* implications of the interaction, and focus

exclusively on the discloser.
, --7

The final raping, in conclusion, if it'is a good one,

will have measured; for the-most part).- topic intimacy,

topic importance, and the inner focus of the discloser.

The rating,,morebver, will a product of the rater's
.

..-f;. ,e
have' ng egrated,4s.or'her acquired skill and resookces,

wi h a preconceived guidelinda of'the GAIT Op ess Scale.
'1A ?'

, .

4



5. EXAMPLES'

r--

, , 18.

As:discussed in the previous 'section,"openness is a

function Of the topic intimacy, topic

experiencing of the diecloser,,Topid

importance,, and,,,inner

intimd-Cy is a' measure

of openness 'based on the content Of, the discloser's speech.

It is in part a measure of the extent to which the dis-

_Closer opens up about himself, exposing his strengths,

wodknessese-and.fears.-
0

High topic intimacy is fudged when the discloser' talks

about aspeCts-Oi himself not normally sharedwith just

anybody, and exhibits a degree of vulnerability and risk-

taking. As seen from thd.openness scale, 'a high topic

'intimacy rating is gien to those talks nop usually dis-

cussed with limy, if any people,'eid usually expose the
f

soft spots and weaknesses of the alsclobdr.- Such an example

of a high topic intimacy rating would big one. discloser wh

stated : "It's scayto need otheis, cause they may not,be

there." This discloser is exposing vulnerability in him-
'

stating his need for others and his: fear orieaching
,

%."

out mid not having'someone there., and its:som'ethinglot°

likely to be shared ith just anyone: 4Another-example of

a high intimacy_statement is ,"It (my physical appearance)

starts to bother me," as ji reveals a dissatisfa tion with

the' self, exhibiting,.a'.soft spot. ' ,
,

1

Medium topic intimacy is a rating given ,to those

this that are usually discussed with friends, but not

'

necessarily with casual acquaintances. It is somewhat

I 1risky, exposing,a bit of the self,.bUt,to a lesSer-degree.

21
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1

An example of a medium topic intimaqvlitgtement would be-'

"I feel kind.of'awkward (in.groilptaituations). I don't'
d

like to be that way." This is,mediumintimacy because:
,

k the person is indeed exposing

otheiep but' not to the extent

some-aspect of himself to

th4t the-gerson.is to ing

great risk in making the statement: 'Another ekample!is
" s

" feellI'm too, quick to anger about various thirland
.

a
.

too slow to folgive." This statement is One .that involves:
. ,,:,,,+ ,- t, '

some risk taking, as if:signifies some desire tc change,
.

,

yet does not leave the discloserAlnei.able andweak, and

-hence could be spoken to friends and is givehLa Medium .

. N
rating.

A low intimate topic rating, are AboUt things often

discussed with anybody, inc ding strangers. and casual

4
acquaintances. It is usu, lly about things that air im-

P,;o

ersonal, sometimes public ideas. Such an,examiDle would

,

be "I don't know what party to pick °when 17/reregister to

vote." This is a topic which may be,discussed'wi.0 any-

body, as it involves_ no risk on 'the partofthe discloser.

Another example of a

extremely unorganized

low intimacy disdlobure is ."I'm an
ry

,

person:" This sta ement does

.not involve risk .on the discloser's part, and- isNalso an

aspect of the 'person's outward beheb4er, something.likely

to be discussed with anybody.
;

Topic importance, another aspect%pf the opeihness
, I

scale, is defined as how the'disdloset.talks'about his
,

topic. It is thelmeasure"of the4xtent.to.which the'dis-
J

closer puts feeling's and emotional involvement what
. 41/

?4,7

tf.V

.

#



he's talking about. If the topic is imporant to the'

-discloser, that will manifest' itself at the feeling, level.

This is a somewhat subjective measure, as. often,t.he only

indication of high importance are such things as'tone of

voice, sloJness of speech, or loudness Of voice.. Other
A

times, the discloser will. say the topic is iMpoitant to
1,

him.

High topic importance is onp-spoken with strong and

immediate feelings, it is a subject spoken with high

personal investment on the part of the discloser indicating

.its importance. An example of i high topic importance State-

ment is, "I'm afraid to take chances. It's difficult tO,be

honest with feelings like that." This statement shows igh

importance to the discVloser, with strong feelings attached

to it, and the- experiencing of them' at the mobedt. TL-is

is also

lot s:A.'

pf the

manifested in theistatemeatop "I'm experiencing a

anxiety," where,the'discloger states'the importance

topic ,through how they're feeling at the2momerit.

Again, however; high topic importance can be judged solely
d

.

bk.the process of the discloser's speech, exhibiting strong

' and iediate.feelings through the.tone, speed, or loudness

of the voice. f

ytedium topic importance'is given to a topic discussed

With moderate intensity or feeling. It is a subject spoken

with no urgency, but One that'is,somewhat important, with
1

no strong,feelings but nevertheless some feeling involved.

An example of this is,"I'm,feeling a bit uncomfortable."

This s'tateme'nt shows'some 'feeling of uneasiness, but does

C
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'nit have the urgenOYnecessary to be a high rating. An-

other example of a medium topic importance from a dis-
,

closer is the statement, "I think it is important to me."

This is a case where the'discloser says it's not an urgent
m ,

4

topic, and it is spoken without strong and immediate

fee2ingi, yet is not totally .devoid of 'feelings.

C

T a lbw level of topic impNpance is one discussed

with a latk. of feeling and without urgency. It is generally

tw one that is unimportant to the discloser, and hence the

subject is usually not treated with much seriousness on

the part of the' discloser. Two examples of statements

spoken with low importance would be "It's not something I

4
';1/41sh to correct," and "Irm missing out on certain people,.

I suppose." Both statements display a lack of interest on

the discloser.'s part. .There is a bit of apathy in the

statements, hence the low it ortance ratings. Another

example is the statement "Ii'm not interested in looking
.,4

for my fears." This statement, again, is spoken without

feeling and urgency, and wall fated low. on impottance.

The third asp ect of a discloser's openness is the

extent to which'the inner experience of the discloser is
lb Al

revealed. This is measured on four variables:: feklings7,

intimacy, focus, and generality. :An example of a state-
1

ment at the high_end of inner experiencing is "There's a

feeling of vulnerability and fepr of being hurt by reiaing

/ _to others and making myself too vulnerable." This state- /*/

ment reveals deeper feelings,-personal matters being risked

by the discloser, a focus- primarily on the self, and

24
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speCificity about the self. Two more examples of such a

disclosure is "I want to be sure L'm not puttingmyself

second, not asserting myself, getting my needs met," andl
,

-"I feel more vulnerdble-, the prospect of a close intimate

relatipship scares me." These statements both.exp;ess,
4

.

deep and risky feetings, and are spoken specifically and -

centered on the.self, and. are thus at the high end of .0
1.

,p°

t

inner experience.

The middle level of inner-experience, moderately open,

are those talks with lesser amounts on the four variables.

An example would be the statement "It makes me feel more

e'pressured." This is moderately open, because the:discloser

is revealing some personal feelings of a fairly intimate

nature, yet not exposiig a lot of vulnerability. The

statement is focused somewhat on the self with' a little

less specificity as exhibited by the word'"preSsured,"

a 'Somewhatgeneral term. Another example is the statement,

"It'd bother me that r couldn't tell her anything," which

doesn't exhibit the deep revealing feelings of a high foCus

/statement, yet shows some feelings.
.

Lower inner experience is given to tose topics spoken.-

of with little personal feelings, general, eAgxnal, and

with a majoi. focus om others rather than on the self .,An

. example of such a disclosUre is "Lts a pretty interesting
A, ," -

. v t - 4
1* paradox." This is low on inner experpnce because of its

lack of feelings Apressed, its external and not very

intimate, the focus is not on the self by use of the word'

"It's," and it's' not a specific private'subject. Two



23.

more examples 'are; "It's strange to .be in a situation of

a group without talking," end "It tends to make.one draw

,back,,." Both of these statements exhibit the same exter-

nalization of feelings, the 'same alooess.from the self,

both using the word "It" as opposed to "I," indicating a

detachment from the.self.

0
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